Dear Augusto,

Attached is Adam Tucker’s most recent update of the analysis of that ingenious Israeli Military Intelligence report.

Although it is far from complete I wanted you to begin examining it with your own “critical eye”.

I also want Adam to appreciate the need for him to get outside of his own “little world” here in the US where some 3 generations of US Americans first had to get hooked on this “money, me” culture before hooking the rest of the world; in other words it is US Americans including Adam L. Tucker who suffer much more from “Poverty of thought” than people such as yourselves who are simply financially poor but not quite so unintelligent because of the fact that you are all on average significantly more physically fit, healthy mind-healthy body.

While we can all mouth the words, “Health is everything” those not physically fit who don’t have stamina to “stay the distance” are constantly looking for “short cuts” to everything and why it is that the focus of those not willing to put in the effort to getting in to physical shape is to do nothing more than perfect their “gift of the gab” and in large population groups like the beltways of the United States, if it doesn’t work on one set of upright legs to then not lose any hope or for that matter any sleep when trying repeatedly on the next, all the while remembering for the right occasion attention getting quotes such as Einstein’s definition of insanity, “Insanity: doing the same thing over and over again and expecting different results.”

Helping to focus on the “end game” is to be raised like me, aware of the fact that it is Israeli soldiers, specifically Israeli Special Forces commandos who beginning in the 1920s long before Israel was established in 1948, who have been doing the “heavy lifting”, and then to sit at any dinner table anywhere in the world and so long as it is English that is spoken, so one can weed out the so nauseatingly, “easily impressed” who are also the “easily distracted” who once getting their basic needs met and it not important how, just so long as they have the money now to also take care of their deficit needs which includes the possibility of losing their current lover, so their thoughts quickly shift to finding in addition to of course, “peace and quiet”, one replacement lover after the next, too caught up in their “me, me, me, money, money, money world” to even think that there is someone such as myself
more than capable of communicating to both Israeli Special Forces Commanding Officers and their commandos to not wait a moment longer in taking over the oil fields of Saudi Arabia, Kuwait and Qatar such that by the time the bill/check arrives the plastic of the credit card being used is worth more than their limitless credit line.

This “money culture” thing is only relative to the United States.

Now you don’t need to be a rocket scientist to examine the more than 50% divorce rate in the United States.

Now you don’t need to be a rocket scientist to know that every single marital affair does not result in divorce.

Now you don’t need to have more than the most basic common sense to appreciate the need to take with a pinch of salt everything that comes out of the mouth of someone who cannot figure out there is something rather wrong when the most distracted, the most easily impressed people in the world, the world’s largest polluters who constitute only some 4.2% of the world’s population while causing some 25% of all the world’s pollution have a series problem in staying committed to one relationship while so upset about the poverty they see when traveling outside of the US.

US Americans don’t have a clue about history, economics and politics which for good reason are taught by imbeciles as 3 separate subjects; not to mention how very poorly informed they are about The History of Money Creation and Its Future!

The fact is that the United States has used weapons of war for the world to accept our money.

I believe that you will feel just like me that Adam is making simple concepts a little too complicated and not easy to understand because he was not raised like me to give much more than a fleeting moments thought to those the US and its allies have enslaved for more than a century now.

Slaves though have strong bodies.

You Augusto understand perfectly well that I am currently in the belly of the beast of beasts and fear no evil given how one can only conclude through a miracle of a divinely good God I am alive, free and feel “on top of the world”; the same I believe cannot be said for anyone else I know who hasn’t fought as consistently as me the “right fight” which is to fight evil wherever it shows its ugly head.

Again, this dinner last night was quite the eye opener.

Perhaps Adam just needed to read what I sent you earlier to get his bearings but don’t count on it.
I believe it is now time for others outside of the United States to pick up the slack.

In the meantime I will continue to do “my thing” as you do “your thing” in exploring the money culture.

Do not forget the United States of America is one big fantasy from beginning to end.

Even the most enlightened can’t get away from wanting to lead fairy tale lives that has them only having to work during the week if at all while “playing business” as well as “playing social”.

I have lived in the United States for more than 29 odd years and I can count on my one hand those who are enlightened and most of them were at dinner last night.

For more than a century the United States economy has not been based on productivity.

The merit system is totally an alien culture.

Instead of production, the entire economy is based on both out-of-control real estate speculation which is all about mortgaging the next generation’s future and an out-of-control military-industrial complex all geared to intimidate the world into complying with the US-DeBeers Agenda.

The United States of America poses itself as a democracy and freedom.

They use freedom and democracy to basically intimidate people into following the so vile deception of taking control of countries, stealing their rich mineral resources, enslaving their peoples and then immediately calling them “terrorists-barbarians” as US Americans ferment their ongoing civil wars-unrest by putting repeatedly our big guns to the heads of their tyrants as we also call their tyrants, “tyrants”.

Obviously there is still a need for me or someone competent to draw the connections to explain all the dates, ask the questions such as how come this person met with that person, and the implications/consequences of the meetings, beyond saying that what came out of that meeting for example between President elect John K. Kennedy and Harry Oppenheimer at the Carlyle Hotel, is that one of the good looking female Mossad agents in attendance who managed to catch the wandering eye of JFK when excusing himself to go take a leak was smart enough to use a condom thus limiting the spread of the Kennedy clap….yes all the dots need to be filled before we even think of putting any of this out.

Please understand that at no time should you read in to my writings that it is “all about me”.
Second, I just “play the cards I am dealt” and right now I believe you are capable of leveraging Peru’s economic clout, its tourism and rich mineral resources that have yet to be mined to force your corrupt government to “stand down”.

Not to mention that your 1,000 guides represent 10 times the numbers of Hezbollah Special Op commandos who held off the brutal Israeli army backed up the brutal Israel Air Force for some 6 weeks, and remember you can all, backed up by your porters who have good reason to trust you, to simply threaten to block the Inka trails until such as your government explain this ingenious Israeli Military Intelligence Report.

Third, understand that I continue to “play the Chinese-Israeli angle” which includes getting a battle hardened Ami Ayalon, a former Admiral of the brutal Israel Navy and now “Minister without Portfolio” making Ayalon the most powerful person in Israel, to not waste a moment longer in taking over the oil fields of Kuwait, Qatar and Saudi Arabia that in the next instant will paralyze the US economy while bringing immediate peace to the Middle East.

Think of the other options to peace right now while thinking of your son Carlos’ future controlled by fantasy minded United States of America.

The sun is now setting here in Del Mar, the sunset picture perfect, the end to one most glorious day.

Shalom-Peace.

Gary
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